As the network communication, intelligent sensor etc technical breakthrough, Internet of things era has arrived. At the same time, the initial phase of O2O mode need the relevant research and thinking inevitably, which based on the wave of the Internet of things. In this article, by means of fresh products O2O mode combined with Internet of things technology. In order to solves the current bottleneck of the development of the fresh product industry O2O mode and provide new ideas and methods, which service the rapid development of market economy in our country.
Introduction
The concept of Internet of things was proposed in 2005, Tunisia held a World Summit on the Information Society. "The Internet report for 2005 of the International Telecommunications Union: Internet of things" was released by International Telecommunications Union. The concept after the outbreak of the financial crisis, this concept caused the attention of Governments. Under the leadership of our government, we formulated the outline of the national long and medium term program for scientific and technological development, and "Next-generation broadband wireless mobile communications network" major projects regard the Internet of things as the key areas of research. The Internet of things technology including radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, infrared sensors, global positioning system, laser scanner, intelligent technologies such as 3D printing technology. According to a certain protocol to link all things in the real world, achieve "everything" full awareness, effective communication and Information exchange, intelligent processing.
The United States for the first time in August 2011 proposed the concept of O2O (online to offline), The development and prospect of the concept is rapid and broad. US online consumer development has only 8% of turnover, the offline consumer ratio is still 92% so far. For China, the ratio is lower than America, it is 3%, 97% respectively. However, O2O mode in China are mostly used in online discounts and Business To Team (B2T). For transformation of sales of fresh food, especially fresh products currently online shopping popular demand, O2O model also shows its strong advantages and prospects; At the same time, with the rapid popularization of Internet of things technology, let O2O mode to see a more effective way to achieve approach and technical support, greatly promoted the application of subdivision O2O business model to other areas.
The O2O mode based on Internet of things technology, greatly improve the efficiency of investment in material flow, energy flow and information flow. For the fresh products from the traditional business model to better transition to O2O mode, bottleneck problems faced by providing a more effective solution and implementation of ideas.
O2O Mode Principle
O2O (Online To offline) mode is a new business model, which combines offline trade with online transaction. It make the offline entity shop information pass to online customers by the online merchants group purchase discount, online discounts, information services, etc. The deal process is completing online payment, order, and then with the online access to digital payment vouchers, guide consumers to the corresponding online store complete consumer experience. At present, the development of the O2O business model is a new things in our country, its main operating mode is mostly adopt "electronic market + store preferential consumption". According to iResearch statistics Website, 2011 China O2O life services online market size is 36.11 billion, it rising to 109.2% in 2012, 75.56 billion; Expected future life service O2O field has been widely regarded as the next trillion market.
Fresh Product Features
"What kind of products correspond to what kind of business model." Due to the nature of the problem of fresh products will inevitably lead to the "traditional" O2O mode of some inappropriate places, causes problems, and needs to be improved. Therefore we need to understand the natural properties and features of fresh products. Fresh products generally have the following characteristics:
(1) It possess biological properties, and it is organic matter. Fresh products in the production, processing, distribution and transportation process, that material object in the process of the entire supply chain is possible loss, deterioration.
(2) Not easy to storage. Because most of fresh products will be oxidizing, biochemical reactions as time goes by, leading to degeneration. So it is difficult to storage than the general goods.
(3) Restricted by natural conditions. Fresh product itself is produced in nature, and it is restricted by different regions; Varieties in each region is relatively fixed, some fresh product has "specialty" distinction. It may cause the same kind of fresh products quality level appears distinction. This feature is also the key point of business considerations.
(4) Place of origin generally in the rural areas. Because disposable income of urban residents is higher than the rural population, and the higher the urbanization of the city, its basic Logistics will be better. And agricultural products are" Naturalizing relatively high." The demand of daily fresh products in local area can be solved, so fresh products more from rural to urban.
The Current Situation of Fresh Products O2O Mode
2012 is considered the first year of the fresh products development of electronic business. It is regarded as the starting point of fresh products E-commerce. As part of the service areas of local life, fresh products O2O model is quietly rising and rapid development. For the urban white-collar workers and mobility of the elderly who have no time to buy food, which provides effective solution to meet the future market development. Fresh products as the main part of the consumer goods rigid demand, which is a necessity of life every day, it has a huge market and demand; Because of the convenience of online shopping, the click of a mouse, we can enjoy clothes e-commerce shopping experience, which is expectation and demand of human nature, so fresh products O2O model has increasingly been expected.
Fresh Products O2O Current Mode
At present fresh products business model substantially integrate the upstream the fresh production base information for network operators. The information is about product quality and product type of the individual scattered farmers. Then they make fresh products pictures, price, variety and other related information release platform on the Internet. Consumers purchase fresh products and place an order, then complete the online payment, according to the online order credentials to community selected or self-service machine to get the required fresh products. O2O mode picture is shown below as Fig.1 . 
Facing Problems about Fresh Products O2O Mode:
Because the characteristics of fresh products, current implementation O2O mode existing problem, which generally can be studied from five aspects. The five aspects are the product itself, real-time network interactive information, logistics distribution, terminal, consumer, respectively.
(1) Product Itself. O2O model must take into account the characteristics of fresh products. The analysis of the product itself is divided into the product quality, quantity, price, inventory four aspects. Fresh products, it is hard to like clothes shoes and other goods industry standardization, different fresh product due to different category, Natural Properties; It are different preservation processing, hierarchical preservation is difficult. Due to influence on each other and work together in the real world, so businesses helpless to take the necessary "concession", reducing the quality of the product; then, owing to the number of product demand can not reach a certain size, orders less than expected, fresh supply base and the retail supply can not Signed with O2O mode operators directly, so operators can not provide rich product variety and disguise to improve their operational costs. At last, In the process of transportation, fresh products inevitable loss, which lead to inventory and inferior-quality product, further increasing the operating costs. These factors ultimately lead to fresh O2O mode operators product price is higher, which can not make the common and thrifty consumer accept.
(2) Real-time Network Interactive Information. Nowadays, development of more advanced foreign O2O mode, fresh product operators mostly integrated online fresh product prices, pictures, dates and other relevant information. Unidirectional transmission of product information to consumers, consumers obtain the information they need, online purchase, and they have access to electronic payment orders data credentials. However, in the online information interaction and complete the payment process, fresh product information mostly stay in vendors display, the information can not be consistent with the individual's conscious experience. Finally, it results in network information asymmetry. (For example, vendors displaying green water full of fresh vegetables or seafood, to show their online products, "good quality".) Let O2O mode of operation development has brought challenges and risks. (3) Logistics Distribution. In addition to some developed cities, fresh products logistics and distribution mostly adopt cold chain distribution. The current development of China's cold chain logistics is still generally lag behind, we have not formed a complete set of mature standardized fresh cold chain logistics system; In view of the domestic fresh products, cold storage rate accounts for about 10% of the total output, the cold chain circulation rate is only 5%. Currently, more than 90% of fresh product in the absence of cold chain transport security conditions. Insufficient number of cold chain equipment distribution links, inadequate facilities. And our development lags behind other countries , which significantly influenced the specification of fresh O2O model; comparing developed countries, there is still a lot of room for improvement.
(4) Terminal. Offline "terminal" layout need reasonable planning If you select the neighbouring community convenience store, then you need to solve the problem of distribution of benefits after cooperation; meanwhile, let convenience stores to join co-exist, which need to achieve the unity on the intent. If you want to solve the problem about autonomous smart terminal equipment, including capital investment in refrigeration equipment, information collection, processing system. Difficulty is very big.
(5) Consumer. To buy vegetables, the elderly are the main crowd. They often buy fresh product in the supermarket. If we want to promote fresh O2O mode, We need a market publicity and education for these groups. At last,O2O mode "new" way to buy food to consider each part of consumer spending habits.
Internet of things technology combined with fresh O2O mode significance
(1) At any time, we can check or integrate the information about fresh product base, retail suppliers. Information published become more targeted; according to real-time collaboration product information, operators can update fresh products information timely on the platform. It is more convenient understand the fresh food information.
(2) Distribution of fresh products become more secure. It use Internet of things technology in EPC tag technology to record fresh product business entity line scheduling, distribution, storage; the seller and the buyer would both receive instant information about trading products. Of course, Third party information providers could provide more detailed information. O2O electric business can also track the real information about upstream products, implement Platform collection, dispose, analysis, publication.
(3) Let the last link in the cold chain logistics more standardized; the construction of cold chain logistics system becomes more and more economical. The use of cold chain equipment become more scientific.
(4) Online transactions of consumers, which become feasible. The Internet of things technology is so useful and safe, it make consumers search their own online payment information quickly on their mobile device. The location information of the orders, consumers can also check; if you wish to know the other relevant data besides to temperature of the refrigerator, the Internet of things technology would make it come true. Then, consumers can decide when to pick up the package or entrust logistics company deal with their own orders.
O2O mode operators use the Internet of things technology, such as the radio frequency identification (RFID), GPS positioning system, 3D printing technology; Let O2O mode "offline fresh product procurement", "online information publishing and online transactions," "Get offline community experience" three plates business become more intelligent.
Business can not only online query each transactions data, but also know released information online and offline product information matching degree, if online fresh product information is wrong, they can amend it in time. Meanwhile, the remaining goods and returns services can be better handled. Third-party network operators would make data integration process become more reliable. They only integrate sectors in their own businesses publish information, reliability, truth is not known; and they can search classification fixedly, then show data in their own website. Based on the Internet of things, third-party network operators could collect through the products processed timely feedback. Now, they do not rely on information, which come from production base supplier. Excavating value-added services based on fresh product main business; multi-angle excavating interest channels through each link of the physical network. Operators can provide "real-time tracking products" through EPC label technology, then they make a charge for it. They can also gather popularity by O2O mode online discount, coupon. It will be forming a chain reaction and obtaining more benefits.
(4) Service Propaganda. Enterprise make use of network convenience to propagandize service content, create a good internal and external impression. Enterprises intensify propaganda in offline physical store and "terminal", online and offline promote each other. Finally, It can establish a good brand and enhance influence.
Conclusion and outlook
Due to the current national policy to promote network operators, and vast market demand of network information service; currently, fresh O2O mode is described" Blue ocean", it has huge profit margins. The field is novel. Relevant experts are still exploring, convenient "O2O mode" is obvious trends in the future. Enterprises combine O2O with the Internet of things related technologies, which make practical problems be solved better. For those adopt O2O mode of the enterprise is significant.
